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W hen I began hunting in Africa nearly fifty years ago, I took 
a gross of arrows and came home with an empty quiver.  
Now, after thirty trips to hunt on that continent, I take 

two dozen arrows and return with most of them.  It is a matter, I think, 
of success, seasoning, and maturity.

It was easy to fall in love with a place that, in the mid-twentieth 
century, we still thought of as the “Dark Continent.”  Of course, by 
then Africa had been thoroughly explored, mapped, and, in its own 
way, civilized.  After all, Stanley found the elusive and fatally ill, but 
nevertheless determined, David Livingstone—“Dr. Livingstone, I 
presume?”—nearly a century before my first hunt.

Nevertheless, an image of high romance clung to Africa then, 
in part due to the imaginative storytelling of writers such as Ernest 
Hemingway (The Snows of Kilimanjaro, The Green Hills of Africa) and 
Robert Ruark (Something of Value, Uhuru).  Muscular movie heroes 
Johnny Weissmuller and Buster Crabbe starred in Tarzan the Ape Man, 
based on the book by Edgar Rice Burroughs.  The folksy, bringing-it-
home-to-you style developed by Peter Capstick (Death in the Long Grass, 
Death in the Silent Places) captivated a later generation of hunters by 
selling them on danger in the bush.

Imaginative storytelling and exciting movies brought Africa to life.  
It was terribly exciting for an outdoorsman, and I was young and ready 
for adventure.  I had the money to go see Africa, to experience it for 
myself—hence the gross of arrows.

Few modern archers had hunted in Africa in those days, and this 
became part of the allure.  Howard Hill and Fred Bear were the most 
recognizable of that small club, but it also included Bob Swinehart, 
Bill Negley, and, of course, those earliest toxophilite entrepreneurs, Art 
Young and Saxton Pope.

Appearing in national magazines, Bear’s stories were fresh and 
powerful.  These stories were ultimately collected and rewritten for Fred 
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Bear’s Field Notes, and the lanky businessman and outdoorsman, with 
his engaging “everyman” personality, set thousands of bow hunters on 
fire with longing to grab their bows, get the kids a job, and mortgage 
the house.

Of course, hunting whitetails, not lions, was then and remains the 
American bowhunter’s bread and butter, and every fall we went into the 
field for deer.  That was how I got started.  Roy Colter and John Borg, 
my archery mentors from Westchester County, New York, were deer 
hunters, and good ones.

Years later I moved to California and discovered Catalina Island.  
I didn’t literally discover it, of course, but for an Easterner, its dry 
Mediterranean landscape had an exotic and exciting feel.  It was cheap, 
close enough for a weekend camp-out, and overrun by exotic sheep, goats, 
and feral hogs.  Catalina also offered an occasional glimpse of a movie 
star letting his or her hair down.  To a young man from the woods of 
New York via Michigan, the arid island was full of magic.  That was 
half a century ago.  Today, Catalina Island Conservancy owns all but a 
sliver of the island and has eliminated the goats and sheep. 

By the late ’60s, when I began flying to Africa with bows and 
arrows, the colonial regimes of Portugal, Britain, Spain, Germany, and 
France were on their way out.  Uhuru, the Swahili word for “freedom,” 
was all the rage.  The European nations did not leave without a 
struggle, though, and they forced each fledgling tribal-bound state to 
fight for independence.  Unfortunately, once these peoples attained 
their independence, they discovered that the twentieth century was 
inhospitable to the old ways of clan and tribe.  The new nation-states 
faced a world of atomic weapons and economic integration in which 
they were ill prepared to participate.

Upon gaining independence, most Africans simply exchanged 
one harsh master for another, and the new ones proved to be equally 
terrifying, adept at graft and murder.  Russia and America—my own 
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country, and I love it deeply, with all of its majesty and flaws—fought 
one another, country by country, in sad, squalid wars across Africa.  
At home we remember it as the Cold War, but to most Africans it was 
anything but cold or distant.  Mozambique, Rhodesia, Angola, the Congo, 
Namibia—each played a small but bloody part in the worldwide struggle.

Today China has established a presence in East Africa, Sudan, 
Ethiopia, the Congos, and Tanzania.  The new colonial master exchanges 
boatloads of the cheapest baubles, everything from rubber flip flops and 
thin cotton shirts to shamefully produced tools, in exchange for Africa’s 
precious natural resources.  Unlike Africa’s former colonial masters, the 
Chinese will not so easily be driven away, I fear.

A turbulent world in transition seemed unimportant to me in those 
days.  I was obsessed with the bowhunting.  After a few weeks abroad, 
I always returned home having had outlandish experiences and having 
met wonderful and occasionally bizarre people.  The trophies followed a 
few months later:  wildebeest, zebra, giraffe, Cape buffalo, and eventually 
lion, hippo, elephant, leopard, and much more.  And I would not be 
home very long before the urge to return became overpowering, almost 
a physical necessity. 

Since that first trip in 1968, I have returned thirty-two times, 
hunting in most subequatorial countries and not a few in the Northern 
Hemisphere.  And I hope to go again soon.  My sons, Rob and Erik, 
have accompanied me, as has my patient and thoughtful spouse, Ann.

From bongo in Cameroon to elephant in Angola, from ground 
blinds in South Africa to face-offs with Cape buffalo in Tanzania, I 
have drunk very deeply of the African experience.  And always with 
the recurve bow.  Never once have I pulled the trigger of a firearm to 
harvest a game animal, but I have no argument with those who prefer 
gunfire to the silent grace of a bow and arrow.

While I have been as dedicated to bringing trophies home as any 
American big-game hunter, including Theodore Roosevelt who took 
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an eleven-month safari, I understand and accept archery’s inherent 
limitations.  The bow and arrow force one to hunt close to one’s quarry, 
to be patient and observant.  Whether one hunts smarter or harder with 
a bow is an open question.  But one must accept the difficulty as part of 
its appeal and realize that danger is close.  Always.  In Africa.

For me, the bow is primal.  It lets me experience leopards and zebras 
and hippos as close as is humanly possible in the wild without being 
killed.  The bow is somehow necessary to me and expressive of my nature.  
Whatever that is, I like it.

I would like to claim that I can recall every hunt and hunting partner, 
every professional hunter, every trophy shot, but I cannot.  I would like to 
sit back and laugh about each of the funny incidents in my long hunting 
career and to remember the few tragedies and numerous close calls, but 
I cannot.  I would like to claim that I remember everything, exactly as it 
happened, but that is not true.  The curtain of time slides quietly down, 
slowly but inexorably.  It obscures the days and their events, even some 
of the participants.  The trips run together in memory, merging like 
herds of wildebeests seeking water.  So the urge to commit to paper this 
nearly half-century of visits to one of the last wild places in the world is 
important to me beyond the weight of any actual event.

Even though for me a trip to Africa still means wild places, 
unpredictable events, and, often, unusual companions, Africa has 
changed dramatically during the half-century since I first hunted there.  
It has changed more so, I believe, than in any half-century in human 
history or prehistory.  During this era, human populations and their 
needs and desires have exploded, driving some of the continent’s wildlife 
to the brink of desperation, if not outright extinction. 

Bowhunting in Africa has changed as well.  Half a century ago, no 
professional hunters understood the bow or the dynamics of hunting 
with it.  Gradually and, I think, grudgingly, some of them have now 
accepted it.
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With extreme pressure on the land and animals, the bowhunting 
equation has become less free-range and more confined to dark, silent 
hides near water holes on private ranches surrounded by high, game-
proof fences.  Such a hunt, usually in South Africa, is clearly more 
affordable than the traditional, old-style safari.  It is more democratic 
as well, allowing thousands of bow hunters to experience that special 
thrill of being able to cast arrows in exotic environments.  Still, I have 
often heard the argument that the same experience can be had at many 
a ranch in Texas without the arduous trauma of flying halfway around 
the globe, and at half the price.  Don’t believe it.

I have changed over the years as well.  On many evenings in the 
past, we drank straight from the bottle of whatever potent brew we had 
brought with us and cursed when it was empty.  Now, instead of carrying 
a spare bottle of Jack Daniels and sipping cocktails around the campfire, 
I find myself reading a business text by lantern.  And, as I said in the 
beginning, the gross of arrows has become a mere two dozen, most of 
which I give to the guides and trackers before flying out of the bush.

All of this reaffirms that the quality, the estimation, and even the 
nature of change depend on one’s point of view.  For me, even as I write, 
I itch to plan the next adventure.  Nearing seventy years old, I feel that 
familiar, persistent urge to test myself again, whether it be against a 
lion from a thornbush blind or from some shaky machan or against 
one more magnificent buffalo bull from a herd of hundreds, any one of 
which would be delighted to kill me.

Such an inner claim on my desire drives me to return to Africa time 
and again.  And when I no longer have the muscle to draw a sixty-five-
pound recurve bow and hold it steady, when my legs are no longer strong 
enough to stalk through the high grass while temperatures and humidity 
climb into the nineties, I will have a storehouse of memories.  When 
that time comes, I will blow upon the coals of long-dead campfires.  The 
dancing images that come to mind will carry me back to old friends 
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and hot passions, spectacular visions and missed opportunities that will 
only live in an old man’s memory and in this book.

* * *
Rick Sapp and I wrote several of the stories in this book together 

over six years.  The chapters are presented roughly in sequence by year, 
beginning with my earliest adventure in Africa more than forty years 
ago, but there may be different perspectives on certain people and 
events in multiple chapters.  Far from being a drawback, this gives the 
material a dimension it might otherwise lack because of the difficulty in 
contacting professional hunters who have retired or in sorting through 
my unorganized photo and memory files.  

Several of the stories have been published in one form or another 
in U.S. periodicals such as SAFAri magazine and Bowhunting World.  I 
thank the editors for publishing our stories and for supporting regulated 
hunting and scientific wildlife conservation around the world.

Bob Eastman
Flushing, Michigan
September 2011





Jerry Does a Back Flip

Chapter 1

1968

T he hot breath of an elephant or a lion, or any of the Big Six—
elephant, lion, leopard, Cape buffalo, rhino, or hippo—on 
one’s neck can cause even the most courageous man to develop 

a tic.  Hunting must be similar to combat, for no man knows how he 
will react when mortar rounds begin to burst in the trees, or when the 
first man in the squad collapses with a bullet in his belly.  Does any 
man know how quickly or how capably he will respond when a mugger 
grabs his wife?

No matter how many videos you watch or how many books you read, 
no matter how many pounds you can bench press or how well you do in 
the half-marathon, no matter what your ability to maintain meditative 
inner balance, when the moment arrives to stand up to the charge of 
a screaming elephant—a massive animal that can barely distinguish a 
man from a chicken—only then, at that instant, can you possibly know 
how you will react.

Just as animal handlers train for confrontations with caged lions 
and police officers learn to defuse violent situations, it is theoretically 

“All i wanted to do now was get back to Africa.  We had not left it, yet, but when 
i would wake in the night i would lie, listening, homesick for it already.”

Green Hills of Africa1

Ernest Hemingway

1Page 72.
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possible for hunters to practice suppressing their emotions during life-
altering situations.  People are not born to be cool under fire, though 
Kipling advises one who would be a real man to “keep your head when 
all about you are losing theirs and blaming it on you. . . .”2  After all, 
being a cop or a circus performer is a vocation.  Such people are paid to 
yawn at danger.  Statistics suggest that the adrenaline rush, the thrill of 
danger, is one reason a person becomes a cop or a firefighter, a soldier 
or a racecar driver.

Call it a passion or an obsession, hunting is a hobby.  Hunters are first 
of all teachers and businessmen, fathers and husbands.  The days when a 
community of bushmen could feed themselves by hunting and gathering 
are lost.  So no one is going to pay a hunter to master his fear, unless he 
becomes one of the handful of professional hunting guides in the world.  
No one is going to create training opportunities with a leopard, and the 
cost of facing an elephant or a lion on one’s own is virtually prohibitive, so 
it has always been an event that occurs only once or twice in a lifetime.

Few recreational hunters will ever be steady enough to disregard 
the PH when a Cape buffalo whirls and begins its rush, the menace in 
its tiny black eyes reflecting the hunter’s imminent dismemberment, 
the width of its boss and the sweep of its horn shifting instantly from 
trophy to weapon.  In this life, coping with danger is a learn-by-doing 
experience for hunters, and every instance of peril carries with it the real 
possibility that something unique and painful will occur.

Fateful Times, Fateful Places
The year 1967 was turbulent, and 1968 would be even more so.  

In 1967 China exploded its first hydrogen bomb.  America’s youth 

2Rudyard Kipling’s poem if was published in 1909.
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A first elephant is a terrific accomplishment, especially with the bow and arrow because a 
hunter must be close and must place his arrow precisely between the ribs.  Bob Eastman’s 
initial elephant hunt in the ’60s in Mozambique resulted in the trophy above; it was just 
not one for the record book.
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challenged the civil war that Lyndon Johnson and Robert McNamara 
were prolonging in Indochina.  Racial violence hammered Detroit, and 
Israel hammered its Arab neighbors in the Six-Day War.  The United 
States edged close to two hundred million residents, and NASA astronauts 
Grissom, White, and Chaffee died in a flash fire inside their Apollo space 
capsule at Cape Canaveral.  The Graduate, Bonnie and Clyde, and Cool 
Hand Luke swamped movie theaters, while The Beatles released their 
Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band album.

That year the tiniest building blocks of nature, quarks, were 
discovered, and Communist revolutionary Ché Guevara was killed in 
Bolivia.  Mankind examined its world through a microscope, and the 
eye of a lunatic reflected in the lens. 

In 1967 Bob Eastman took the first of his half-century of African 
safaris, and his friend Jerry Gentellalli, quite literally beneath the tusks 
of a charging elephant, turned a perfect backflip.

Jerry Gentellalli owned La Mesa Archery in San Diego.  The sporting 
goods store was part of the House of Gentellalli, Jerry’s hair salon.  
Although he began his working life as a commercial fisherman, Jerry 
had a thing for hair.  He was a natural stylist.  If a man had a more 
unusual combination of temperaments and abilities, he would not be 
found among the hunting fraternity.  

Bob met Jerry at a hunting camp in Colorado the year before they 
flew to Africa.  Jerry was a tough, quick man, about five and a half feet 
tall.  He had brown hair and eyes that took in everything.  In Colorado 
he talked enthusiastically about an upcoming polar bear hunt.  For 
instance, he planned to paint the back of his bow white and wear a layer 
of white over his insulated suit.  (The back of the bow was the side that 
faced the polar bear; the face was toward the archer.)

Unhappily, not long after the Colorado outing, a horse threw Jerry, 
and he broke his leg.  He canceled the polar bear hunt and began 
physical therapy.  When Bob, seeking to cheer the bedridden bow hunter, 
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described a hunt he was planning in Mozambique the following May, 
Jerry realized his leg was already feeling better, and he signed on.

Neither Bob nor Jerry had ever been to Africa.  In the ’60s it was 
still the Dark Continent, and maps bore names like the Belgian Congo 
and Tanganyika and Rhodesia.  Apartheid was law in South Africa.  
Nevertheless, the nations were beginning to shed white colonial control.  
They eventually achieved this at a horrible price in blood and corruption, 
which unfortunately continue to this day.

Few archers had hunted in Africa then, so Bob and Jerry didn’t 
have much of a plan, but they knew about Saxton Pope and Art 
Young, Howard Hill and Fred Bear.  These hunters were the pioneers 
of bowhunting in Africa.  Bear had publicized his 1964 adventures in 
Mozambique by connecting with ’50s national radio and television 
personality Arthur Godfrey and the popular television shows American 
Sportsman and The Late Show.  The 1967 group of archers, which included 
Bob Eastman, his bride, Ann, and his bowhunting mentor, Roy Colter, 
was still in the first wave of archers in Africa.  

Competing Personalities
Bob and Jerry didn’t realize that by throwing themselves into the 

midst of a hunting expedition with Safarilandia Mozambique, the storied 
concession camp owned by Baron Werner von Alvensleben, they were 
harnessing the competitive energies of their professional guides.  Fast 
friends, Rui Quadros and Amadeu Peixe were Africans of Portuguese 
descent.  Quadros was thirty; Peixe was thirty-two.  Both were national 
trap and skeet champions, as good with a shotgun as they were with a 
rifle.  Neither had a clue about the bow and arrow, however.

The Americans were surprised when, on occasion, Rui Quadros 
would take over the driving and watch for big game and game birds.  
Seeing the flush of a francolin or a dove, he might grab his shotgun 
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In the sixties, Bob Eastman (right) took his first leopard with guide Amadeu Peixe. 
Called Fish by his American clients that included Fred Bear, Peixe was a Mozambican of 
Portuguese descent.
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from its place beside the steering wheel, load a shell, shove the barrel 
out the window, and drop the bird without veering from the rutted 
savanna path.  Then, the guide would turn and grin, as if to say, “Did 
you see that?”  

These young men were cocky and utterly self-assured, but they were 
as different as a gnu and a gerenuk.

Rui Quadros was a moody, intense man.  He rarely smiled and could 
become unexpectedly morose.  He was a passionate hunter, but he was 
also a man who openly expressed his sympathy for the animals.  A poorly 
placed shot or a client’s failure to follow his directions precisely might set 
Rui off, cursing and on the edge of apoplexy.  His fists clenched and his 
face contorted, he would redden as if he were going to hold his breath 
until his eyes popped out.  At such times guests could be certain that 
Rui was considering using his fists to enforce his authority.

This difficult, angry man had a genuinely soft side.  The songbirds 
and the butterflies, even the bats of Mozambique, were his private 
passion.  He could identify them flitting through the brush and on the 
wing, and he would volunteer their names and information relating to 
their lives and habitat.

“African fire finch,” he might mutter to no one in particular, his eyes 
straining to peer through the tree canopy, as if his clients had come to 
Africa on a bird-watching expedition.  “Seed eaters.  Big nests.”

Before dawn each morning, Rui insisted his clients stand by the 
Toyota while he and his tracker and the driver packed for the day’s 
adventures.  When a client was late or had jogged back to one of the 
picturesque thatched huts to retrieve his hat, Rui brooded as if the 
sun might burst above the tree line while he was killing precious time.  
Impatient to be away from camp, he would curse, at first quietly and, if 
the delay were more than a few minutes, not so quietly.  He paced and 
drummed his fingers on the roof of the white truck.  And if a client 
eventually noticed that Rui and his men had forgotten to pack water for 
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the day, the guide refused to return to camp, muttering, in a mixture 
of Portuguese and Shangaan, something that sounded like, “You came 
here to hunt, not to hang around the campfire.  Suck it up (you soft 
Yankee bastard).”

Jerry drew Rui for a PH, and Bob drew Peixe, whom everyone 
called Fish (in English his name meant “lance fish”).  Which of the 
American hunters had the long and which had the short straw may 
never be fully understood.  Unlike the easygoing yet professional Peixe, 
Rui never quite seemed to care whether his clients were having a great 
safari, the time of their lives, or getting their money’s worth.  Rui was 
all about the work, the effort, the animals.  If, at the end of the day, 
his clients were too exhausted to eat, he was happy.  If they were bitten 
by flies, if their clothing was shredded by thorns and their throats 
parched with thirst, Rui perhaps believed they were experiencing the 
real Africa.  And if a client succeeded in downing a record-book kudu, 
despite Rui’s unspoken belief that clients were stumbling dolts, well, 
that was their business.  Rui might smile and pose for a picture, but 
he made little effort to celebrate.  By the end of a hunt, most clients 
probably hated Rui, but, in spite of their personal feelings, they took 
home trophies.

Although either guide could walk all day without water, rest, or 
food, Amadeu Peixe was Rui’s alter ego.  Rui had the husky physique 
and bold good looks of a movie star.  A few photos survive, frayed and 
fading, glued permanently into Rui’s dilapidated album.  (Rui and Peixe 
lost everything, including most of their photos and souvenirs, when 
they, along with hundreds of thousands of others, fled Mozambique 
in the aftermath of the 1974 Communist takeover.)  In these photos 
it is not some shy, unheralded black tracker or driver who stands near 
the smiling client, but Rui himself.  In most cases he has stripped off 
his shirt to kneel close beside some proud rifleman and his trophy.  
The guide is an exotic, black-haired presence, like Tarzan.  He stares 
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straight and unsmiling into the camera with a glare that heightens the 
sense of safari.  He knows he is a handsome brute.

Amadeu Peixe, on the other hand, was tall and thin, with a dark 
mustache and a curling goatee.  The respected PH had guided Fred Bear, 
a prince of Spain, movie actors, and industrialists.  While Rui was the 
gruff disciplinarian, Peixe was the cheerful, patient coach, the guide 
who meticulously prepared for each day.  Peixe never lost his temper and 
never left camp without spare water cans.  His was the perfect attitude 
for a nervous bow hunter excited about his first African safari.

Peixe laughed at Rui for hauling clients out of bed at 4:00 am. 
“You’ll just sit out there in the dark and wait for the sun to come up.  

You can’t see anything.  Who wants to walk around in the bush before 
you can see?  There are lions and hyenas and snakes!”

His teasing and heavily accented English sounded almost comical, 
even effeminate, while Rui’s face reddened and his brows furrowed  
in anger.

Neither of the American archers recalls precisely how the competition 
began between Rui and Jerry, Peixe and Bob, but it seemed to arise 
naturally from the loneliness of the veld.  After all, here were two novice 
American bow hunters—both had hunted extensively in America, but 
they were novices in Africa—and two intensely competitive professional 
guides.  In the early days of the hunt, every effort at humor, any small 
joke to scrub away the wildness of the bush, led to a challenge and 
then to a wager, although both Jerry and Bob swear money never  
changed hands.

In those days—forty-four years ago at this writing—there was game 
everywhere.  This was before the revolutions and the resulting horrors of 
civil war and ecological collapse that decimated entire countries.  Back 
then, it was natural enough to place a friendly wager on which team of 
hunters would take the greater number of game animals.  Although the 
archers understood that their goal was not to score a great quantity of 
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Roy Colter was one of Bob Eastman’s childhood mentors.  Roy taught him bowhunting skills in 
Westchester County, New York, and eventually accompanied Bob to Tanzania where, thirty 
years ago, he took this magnificent kudu.
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big game but to experience an African safari and perhaps to take several 
high-quality animals, the competitiveness did sharpen the day’s work.

Jerry recalls, “Our bets were similar to those of fishermen who heighten 
their group’s enthusiasm by boasting that they will be the first to catch 
their limit or will catch the largest or the greatest number of fish.”

Today, such a wager may seem disrespectful to the animals hunted 
and maybe to the experience itself, but it was not thought to be so a 
half-century ago.  A similar wager today would be judged by different 
standards and by the spirit of the gesture. 

“I told Jerry to shoot, shoot!”
Elephants belong to the order Proboscidea, of which there are only 

three members:  elephants of the African savanna, elephants of the 
African forest, and the Asian elephant.  It is the order of nose and ears.  
Elephants and the ludicrous proboscis monkey are the Jimmy Durantes 
of the animal world.

An elephant’s most important appendage is its trunk.  It could get 
along without a tail, lost to the bite of a lion.  It might live with a leg 
crippled by a snare.  But cut off its trunk or stick an arrow through it, 
and that pachyderm is dead.

The African bush elephant, Loxodonta africana, uses its precious 
trunk to multi-task.  With the trunk it grasps food and hauls to its mouth 
everything from small trees to a single blade of grass.  It drinks by sucking 
water into its trunk and spraying the water into its mouth.  The elephant 
breathes and smells through its trunk and fondles its mate with that same 
trunk.  And occasionally there is a report that an elephant has seized 
some hapless person; with its trunk it squeezes him without mercy before 
crushing him beneath its ponderous feet or with its forehead.

Thirty-two-year-old Jerry had switched his sights from the Arctic 
to Africa, from polar bears to elephants.  In those days, not many 
elephants—perhaps three or four—had been taken with a modern 
bow, but Jerry was convinced that, using a heavy arrow and a sharp 
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broadhead, his 89-pound recurve could achieve sufficient penetration 
to kill a mature pachyderm, bypassing the ribs and slicing through an 
inch and a half of hide.

Before guiding Jerry to an elephant, though, Rui made him shoot 
several baboons.  Easy to tip over with a gun, the sharp-eyed primates 
were a challenge with relatively slow and high-arcing arrows.  A troop of 
baboons will not sit still with humans present; they will run.  Jerry took 
shots at these small targets, moving in their peculiar limping arm-and-
leg gait.  It amazed and delighted the Portuguese-Mozambican guide 
and his black accomplices when Jerry’s arrow stuck one at sixty yards.  
(Perhaps, at that distance, it amazed Jerry as well.)  Rui’s tracker and 
driver immediately charged the dying primate and gleefully hacked it to 
death with their machetes.  It was a violent and primal foreshadowing 
of conflict in the Congo and, years later, in Zambia and Rwanda.

“My men say these nasty little buggers sneak into villages and 
steal whatever they can lay their hands on,” Rui said. “And believe 
me, brother, if you have ever been in one of these bush villages, you 
would hardly believe baboons would waste their time. But they raid the 
vegetable gardens, and that pushes the women over the edge.  In this 
part of Africa only women are gardeners, and whatever they can grow 
themselves becomes the majority of their food.

“Baboons have been known to snatch babies.  Once the babies get 
a little large, too large for the baboon females to carry, they abandon 
them.  Then the leopards get them.  So the Shangaan hate baboons.”

Having successfully graduated from the baboon-culling phase of 
his elephant hunt, Jerry had had a long day before he and Rui located 
a herd.  They began to follow it, at first by vehicle and then on foot.  
There were many more elephants in Mozambique in those days, before 
AK-47s became commonplace in the bush and before a surging tide of 
humanity threatened to sweep all but a handful of Babar’s kinfolk from 
the wilderness.
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Recurves in Mozambique.  Bob Eastman’s party of archers—California’s Jerry Gentellalli 
(right) and Roy Colter (left) who was manufacturer of the Cat Quiver—hunted with Werner 
von Alvensleben’s Safarilandia Mozambique along the Save River in the ’60s.  They were often 
guided by Rui Quadros (center), a terrific guide, but a man with little sense of humor and an 
obstinate—some might say ornery—passion for Africa’s big game. 
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After a ten-mile hike, Rui and Jerry finally discovered a bull elephant 
slightly separated from a herd.  The setup seemed perfect, as if it were 
designed by the gods of the hunt themselves.  The lone bull, apparently 
asleep and leaning against a thick termite mound, appeared in front of 
the hunters.  The sun, the wind, and maybe even their astrological signs 
were aligned in their favor.

Like most professional hunters in the ’60s, Rui was accustomed 
to riflemen, who could take shots at elephants from much farther 
away.  Riflemen only had to be concerned that the bullet was carefully 
placed and that, when it reached the beast, the round would still carry 
sufficient kinetic energy for a mortal wound.  A bow hunter’s concerns 
were identical, though his range was insanely close.

At seventy-five yards, Rui, not the most patient of guides and 
admittedly inexperienced with bow hunters, began to hint that Jerry 
should loose an arrow.  Jerry, however, knew he was outside his effective 
range.  And, though a rifleman might aim for the ear canal or make a 
frontal brain shot, there was only one place that would allow an archer to 
take the animal cleanly, Jerry believed.  He must slip the arrow between 
the elephant’s ribs and into its lungs.  The elephant would run away, the 
hunter hoped, leaking blood in such quantity that even an inexperienced 
tracker could follow, and the beast would expire within the hour.

African PHs are not especially keen on blood trailing, and therein 
lies their customary argument with bow hunters.  Who knows what 
is lurking in the bush while one is down on his hands and knees, 
searching for droplets of blood?  To this day, leopards, lions, and hyenas 
kill and eat people in East Africa, prompting us to reconsider which 
species truly occupies the top of the food chain.  Only the rare casualty 
involving a hunting client, unfortunate tourist, or other nonresident 
is widely publicized.

Typically, it is not the PH who does the serious tracking, however.  
Safari companies employ local individuals to work in support roles, and 
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one is the role of tracker.  Such men are always black Africans.  They 
are usually more skilled in bushcraft than the PH, whose primary job 
is to look after the client.  It is the trackers, bent over as they scan for 
tracks and droplets of red blood in the sand, who are vulnerable on a hot 
and thirsty track.  And tracking a wounded elephant has been known 
to last for days.  Armed as he is with a .375 or some heavier-caliber 
rifle (or perhaps a shotgun loaded with buckshot to shoot a wounded 
leopard at short range), a decent PH knows this and is protective of the 
unarmed and defenseless men in his charge.

So when Rui began urging Jerry to shoot, even though he was still 
out of range, it was not with complete lack of consideration for the archer.

That day was hot—practically all days are hot in central 
Mozambique.  Jerry and Rui and their tracker slipped closer to the 
elephant, using the termite mound as cover.  Halfway there, Jerry’s 
throat began to cry out for water.  It was a natural reaction to thirst 
compounded by excitement.

Eventually, the men were only ten yards from the sleeping giant.  
For Jerry, the opportunity disguised a problem.  Not only was the 
elephant leaning against the termite mound, effectively covering its 
vitals—the exact area an arrow would have to be placed to make the 
quickest killing shot—but it was also on the opposite side of the mound.  
So, despite Rui’s urgently whispered warnings, Jerry crept closer and 
closer, edging to his left, and calculated the angle that would permit 
his arrow to slide between the ribs and into the elephant’s great lungs.  
Finally, he was not five yards away.  Then four and even three.  Three 
yards . . . less than a heartbeat.

“I whispered to shoot,” Rui continued the story, after forty years 
still astonished at the bow hunter’s temerity.  “That elephant was just 
on the other side of an anthill, sleeping, and Jerry kept getting closer 
until he was only three meters from it.  I said, ‘Jerry, watch out for the 
wind changing.’
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“So Jerry goes to his left, and the feathers on his arrows—they’re 
fluttering a little bit in the wind, you see—get the attention of the 
elephant.  It wakes up, and it opens its eye to look at those feathers.  We 
freeze, but we are so close that if the elephant suddenly charged around 
the anthill, it would be on us instantly.

“Then its trunk snakes around toward the arrows in Jerry’s quiver.  
Trying to smell them, feel them, because it didn’t know what they were, 
and I think, Sh@#.  We’re all going to get killed here, and Jerry’s going 
to be the first one to die.  And that elephant begins to shift its weight 
off the anthill, and Jerry notices this.  How could he not notice?  He 
could have leaned forward and touched it with the tip of his bow.  
The instant that elephant moved, Jerry reaches down and does this 
incredible disappearing blackflip, and I think, Oh, no.  He’s hurt!

“So I get up and I hit him, the elephant—boom!—and knock 
him down. 

“Jerry could easily have been killed by that elephant that day.  He was 
never interested in elephants after that . . . and I have never understood 
how a grown man with a bow and arrows in his hand on uneven ground 
can suddenly perform this perfect backflip.  Incredible.”

Jerry remembers the day, too.  He recalls the elephant growling 
like a dog.  

“I never heard anything like that,” he says.  
What is unsaid is that he never wants to hear it again, either. 

* * *
Jerry Gentellalli never returned to Africa.  He never made his trip 

to Alaska for polar bear, either.  He recalls the elephant episode vividly, 
though, and he remembers how, a few days later, an unruly wildebeest 
charged, breaking the tip of his recurve.  Jerry was the only hunter 
ever known to have been threatened with bodily harm by a gnu.
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In the end, the count of big game compiled by Rui and Jerry was 
one more than that claimed by Peixe and Bob.  And even though Jerry’s 
elephant was credited to his professional hunter, Mr. Back Flip took a 
magnificent Cape buffalo, plus bushpig, waterbuck, eland, warthog, 
nyala, greater kudu, oribi, bushbuck, and sable . . . not to mention 
baboon, which is really what put him and Rui over the top.


